Full Service Review

2017 Logo Usage Guidelines
These guidelines are designed to preserve and uphold the Full Service Review brand. Please refer to these guidelines whenever placing the logo(s).
Logo Placement

When placing the FullServiceReview logo(s), always place the logos as-is without alteration.

Never scale the logo(s) beyond their minimum height, as defined to the right.

Always ensure there is at least the height/width of a star surrounding the logomarks when placing the logo(s).
Brand Colors

These are the brand defined colors for FullServiceReview.com. Never alter the colors utilized in the logo or brand materials in any way.

Pantone®, CMYK, Hex

Pantone 716C
0%, 59%, 100%, 0%
#fc8510

Pantone®, CMYK, Hex

Pantone 7455C
88%, 69%, 0%, 0%
#2f5dab